USER GUIDE
Really? An user guide for finding a punch line to a joke?
CEPTCHA does not need an user manual. CEPTCHA
presents you a joke and you select the appropriate punch line. Then you can
have a laugh (optional) and you have proven that you are human.
It’s easy.
But maybe you clicked on the user guide because you have trouble with the
concept of humor. Maybe you are just not funny. Maybe you were looking for
help finding the punch line. Maybe you still need to work on your deeply human
quality: humor. For those people, we've collected some reading below.
Start where everyone else starts, which is Wikipedia. It explains what humor
actually is. It's boring, but it's a start.
After you have read the Wikipedia page and clicked on all hyperlinks and read
those, it is time for the oldest joke in the world. Well, maybe it is not the oldest,
but it was the oldest we could find. It is from 300-400 AD.
"Asked by the court barber how he wanted his hair cut, the king replied: "In
silence"."
Now you're ready for some more difficult reading material. For example, a list of
45 different types of humor. All with examples. Guaranteed you'll laugh here and
there and learn a lot.
And of course we also need a diagram or something. A
pie chart maybe. Or even better: a Pyramid of Humor.
Something that adds a scientific touch which is always
good.
Now you are ready for some expert humor. Our
suggestions:
Watch the funniest joke in the world by Monty Python.
Watch The Soup Nazi Scene from Seinfeld.
Watch Eric Cartman being V-chipped
Watch 4 hours of Funniest Home Videos.
And now try solving a CEPTCHA again.
You can do it.
You are human!
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